



A class of static Lorentzian wormholes with arbitrarily wide throats
is presented in which the source of the WEC violations required by the
Einstein equations is the vacuum stress-energy of the neutrino, electro-
magnetic, or massless scalar field.
1 Introduction
A wormhole is a ‘tunnel’ connecting a part of the Universe with another part suf-
ciently remote, or even unconnected (but for the tunnel) with the former one.
A wormhole through which a signal can be transmitted is called traversable1.
Initially traversable wormholes (TWs) were presented just as a funny tool for
teaching general relativity [1], but soon it became clear that they play a large
role in at least two (allied) elds each of considerable interest:
Time machines. It is (or was before [1]) popular opinion that time machines are
impossible. Intensive ten-year discussion showed that at present this is just a
matter of belief | decisive arguments were found neither for, nor against time
machines. If, however, TWs exist the idea of chronology protection becomes
almost untenable.
‘Faster-than-light’ travel. As it was shown in [2] local causality does not prevent
one from modifying the metric of one’s world so that to return from a trip sooner
than a photon (in the unmodied world) would have done it. Much as with time
machines wormholes are not necessary for faster-than-light travel, but it seems
to be much more feasible if TWs exist.
At present we do not know whether TWs exist in nature. For the one hand,
it is not impossible that wormholes is a most common thing. In the absence of
observational restrictions (see [3], though) we may well speculate that they are
10 (or, say, 106) times as abundant as stars. For the other hand, the possibility
of their existence has been doubted on theoretical grounds. The point is that
to be traversable a wormhole must satisfy at least the following requirements:
(i). It must be suciently long-lived to be passed by a causal curve.
(ii). It must be macroscopic. Wormholes are often discussed [see [4], for ex-
ample] with the radius of the throat of order of the Plank length. Such
1This denition is slightly less restrictive than that in [1].
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a wormhole might be observable (in particular, owing to its gravitational
eld), but it is not obvious (and it is a long way from being obvious, since
the analysis would inevitably involve quantum gravity) that any signal at
all can be transmitted through such a tunnel.
Problems arise if we want a TW to be a solution of the Einstein equations
since the geometrical thus far condition (i) becomes then a restriction on the
properties of the matter lling the TW. The matter obeying this restriction
is called exotic [5]. Strong arguments suggest that the exotic matter must
violate the WEC (Weak energy condition) [1] and most likely (see the next
section, though) the ANEC (Averaged null energy condition) [6]. Therefore it is
generally believed that the realistic classical matter cannot be exotic. A possible
way out [1] is to invoke quantum eects to maintain a wormhole. In particular,
in semiclassical gravity the contribution of a quantum eld to the right-hand
side of the Einstein equations is commonly taken (see [7] for discussion and
references) to be T Qij  hΨjbT Qij jΨiren, where jΨi is the quantum state of the
eld and bT Q is an operator depending on the background metric. It is known
that T Qij violates the Weak energy condition in some situations. Wormholes
are a most suitable place for seeking such situations and so an elegant idea
appeared [8] to look for such a wormhole that its metric g is just the solution of
the Einstein equations with T Qij [g] as a source (a ‘self-maintained wormhole’).
A wormhole of this type was found, indeed2 [4]. However, its throat turned
out to be of the Planck scale, i. e. non-traversable. This result coupled with
the arguments from [7, 10] may give the impression that conditions (i, ii) are
incompatible | the quantum eects can produce the exotic matter but only
in microscopic amounts insucient for supporting a macroscopic wormhole. In
the present paper we argue that this is not the case: we present such a class of
static wormholes with arbitrarily large throats that all necessary violations of
the WEC (and ANEC) are produced by the vacuum fluctuations of the neutrino,
electromagnetic, or massless conformally coupled scalar elds.
2 Geometry of the wormhole
The ‘denition’ of a wormhole given in the introduction is too vague for our
purposes and now we have to make it somewhat more specic (surprisingly,
there is no commonly accepted rigorous denition of a wormhole yet).
The space around us is more or less flat. The easiest way to reconcile this
with the presumed existence of a wormhole is to require that the gravitational
eld of the wormhole falls o with distance (no matter how fast) and that we
just live suciently far from it. It is convenient to incorporate this requirement
into the denition of a wormhole and to formulate it as follows: a wormhole is
a spacetime containing two increasingly flat regions.
2Though the numerical method applied there is disputable [9].
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Remark. Wormhole-type objects like those considered in [11] are not worm-
holes in this sense. Nor, strictly speaking, are the tunnels connecting distant
regions of a ‘single’ universe.
To see what is meant by ‘increasingly flat’ consider the Morris-Thorne worm-
hole [1] which has the metric
gMT : ds2 = −e2Φ(r)dt2 + (1− b(r)=r)−1dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2  d’2)
where ; b=r and all their derivatives ! 0 at r ! 1
When r ! 1 this metric tends (component-wise) to the Minkowski metric,
all curvature invariants and all gravitational forces [as measured by their action
on a test particle in a system resting with respect to the system (t; r; ; ’)]
tend to zero. So, it seems that whatever experiment one performs in a cube
(xi0 < x
i < xi0 + a; x
i = t; r; r; r’ sin ) the dierence between the results
of this experiment and that in the case of  = b = 0 (the flat space) will
tend to zero as r0 grows (with a constant). These properties justify the name
‘increasingly flat’ for the MT-wormhole. As for the meaning of this term in the
general case, it should be remarked that:
1). We discriminate ‘increasingly flat’ from ‘asymptotically flat’ if the latter
is taken to mean ‘asymptotically simple and empty’ [12]. Among other things,
asymptotical flatness implies some restrictions (apparently unjustied in the
case at hand) on how a spacetime becomes flat. Consider for example the
metric
gF : ds2 = (1 + F (r))2[−dt2 + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2  d’2)]
If F = 1=
p
r at large r, gF becomes there just a variety of gMT . So, we wish
to call this spacetime increasingly flat. However, it is not asymptotically flat3
(it is even not asymptotically simple) since Ω =2 C2(M) (see [12] for notation).
We could relax the requirements on smoothness of Ω so that to incorporate this
case, but if we recognize that spacetime as increasingly flat why should not we
do so with, say, F = sin r=r. But in this latter case even Ω =2 C1(M) and so the
condition rΩj∂M 6= 0 fails.
Note that the proof in [6] of the topology censorship theorem relies on asymp-
totical flatness of the spacetime (specically, on the structure of its conformal
innity) and so a wormhole is conceivable for which this theorem is inapplicable.
2). A criterion for increasing flatness must not involve increasingly large
portions of the spacetime (e. g. the edge a of the above-mentioned cube must
not grow with r). Even increasingly weak gravitational forces, when integrated
over increasingly large regions, can give a non-decreasing result.
3). On the other hand, it is hard, if possible, to formulate a relevant point-
wise criterion. Given a point it is easy to say whether or not a space is flat
there, but in the pseudoriemannian case it is unclear what space can be called
‘nearly flat in the point’. Examples are known [13] when all curvature scalars
vanish in a point P even though the spacetime is not flat in it. Moreover, for
3In contrast, say, to gF with F = 1/r
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any given "; E two orthonormal bases can be found in this point, such that all
components of the Riemann tensor are bounded by " in one of them, while in
the other some of them are greater than E .
The spacetime (M; g) considered in the present article is IR2  S2 with the
metric
g : ds2 = Ω2()
(− d2 + d2 + K2()(d2 + sin2  d’2) (1)
where Ω; K are smooth positive even functions obeying the conditions
Ω00(0) 6= 0; K=K0 =
(
cos ; at  2 (−1; 1)
1; at jj > 2 (2)
Ω00(0) and K0 are freely speciable constants.
When Ω behaves appropriately at  ! 1 the spacetime (M; g) is a worm-
hole. To see this consider the case when
Ω( > ) = Ω0eBξ (3)
( is a positive constant). The change of coordinates
r  Ω0B−1eBjξj = B−1Ω; t  Br:
brings the metric in the neighborhood jtj < T (T is an arbitrary constant smaller
than r()) of the surface
(
 = t = 0; r > r()

into the form
ds2 = −dt2 + 2t=r dtdr + (1− (t=r)2)dr2 + (BKr)2(d2 + sin2 d’2)
The metric now exhibits all the nice properties (it tends component-wise to the
Minkowski metric, etc.) that inspired us to call the MT metric increasingly flat.
And since the metric (1) is static the same is true for a vicinity of any surface(
 = const; r > r()

foliating M . Therefore, if (3) holds we consider the whole
region  >  as increasingly flat and the spacetime (M; g) as a wormhole.
Notation. Below bywe mark quantities related to the metric g  Ω−2g and
by^components of tensors in the normalized coordinate basis.
3 Restrictions imposed by the WEC
As mentioned above the vacuum expectation T Q of the stress-energy tensor of
a quantum eld need not obey the WEC. However, for a given metric T Q is not
arbitrary (we can vary only jΨi). So, the requirement that T Q be the only source
of the WEC violations still imposes (when coupled with the Einstein equations)
restrictions on the possible form of Ω. We claim that these restrictions do not
prevent the metric from being of the desired type. To prove that we express
these restrictions in terms of inequalities and in the subsequent sections show
that they have appropriate solutions.
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Let us write down the Einstein equations separating out the term T Q in the




Gij = T Qij + T Cij
As we do not require the wormhole to be self-maintained, T C need not be
zero. It should however satisfy the WEC (describing thus the conventional




G00 − T Q00 > 0; 18 (G00 + Gjj)− (T
Q
00 + T Qjj) > 0; j = 1; 2; 3 (4)
Now let us specify the quantum state jΨi, which is necessary for nding
T Q. Let jΨi be a vacuum state in the (unphysical) spacetime (M;g). It does
not matter exactly what vacuum we choose, we only require that it respect the
symmetries of (M;g) | this guarantees that4 T Qıˆˆ = diag(T0;−T0; T2; T2) |
and that T0; T2 be bounded. Let us choose jΨi to be the state [in the phys-
ical spacetime (M; g)] conformally related to jΨi. Then the following relation
holds [14] for the neutrino, electromagnetic (in dimensional regularization), and
massless scalar (conformally coupled) elds
T Qıˆˆ = Ω
−4T Qıˆˆ − 8





























Iij  2R;ij − 2RRij + (12R
2 − 2R;aa)gij ;
and , , and γ are constants characterizing the eld. For the listed elds γ > 0
and we shall restrict ourselves to this case.
Substituting (5) in (4) and expressing the geometrical quantities in terms of
Ω, and K yields5 (due to the spherical symmetry the inequalities for |^ = 2 and
|^ = 3 coincide):
1
8
Ω2(K−2 − 2− !2 − 3κ2 − 4κ! − 2)− 2γ[00 + 0(4κ − !)]
− T0 − L1 ln Ω− P1 > 0; (6)
4T0 and T2 are some functions related by the conformal anomaly.
5We omit the relevant straightforward calculations, since they are very tiresome (the work










Figure 1: n is the abscissa of the nth point of inflection.
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Ω2(K−2 −  − 2κ2 − 2κ!)− 2γκ0
− (T0 + T2) + L3 ln Ω− P3 > 0; (8)
where
κ  K 0=K; !  Ω0=Ω;   κ0;   !0;
Li = Li(K−2;κ; (l)), and Pi = Pi(K−2; ; !;κ; (l)) are some polynomials of
their arguments ((l) are the derivatives of : l = 0; 1; 2). Each term of these
polynomials is a product of a constant (, , or γ) and a factor (like K−2, 00,
etc.) of dimension −4. It is important in what follows that L2 and P2 do not
contain the terms proportional to K−4 and to 2, respectively.
To make the inequalities handier we now have to introduce some new quan-
tities. Denote by n the n-th zero of 0 (see Fig. 1). For each n such that





; n  8γjnjΩ2(n)
and dene the following set of dimensionless functions
w(n)  h−1n !; (n)  h−2n ( + κ2); k(n)  h−1n κ;
m(n)  h−2n n; E(n)  (8γ)−1h−2n 2nΩ2; y(n)  h−3n 2n0
Here and subsequently we use an index in parentheses (n) to mark functions
and an index without parentheses to mark constants [as a rule zn will mean
6
z(n)(n)]. Note that E(n)() = (Ω=Ω(n))2 and m(n)() = =jnj and thus
mn  m(n)(n) = 1; En  E(n)(n) = 1
The inequality (7) can be rewritten (as it often will be done below we omit
the indices n, (n) when it is implied that something holds for any n):
− h−1y0 − Em + [E(w2 − ) + y(4w − 2k)− 2m2]
− 3h−4[L2(K−2;κ; (l)) ln Ω + P2(K−2; −1m; hw;κ; (l))] > 0 (9)
The polynomials P2, L2 do not contain the terms generated by the underlined
arguments.
Our task is to nd Ω (with the proper behavior in 0 and 1) satisfying the
system (6{8). To this end in the next section we set up an auxiliary equation,
whose solutions automatically satisfy (7). Then in Sect. 5 we deform such a
solution at large  so that to obtain the necessary asymptotic behavior without
spoiling inequality (7). Finally, we specify the three parameters of our model
(Ω(0), Ω00(0), and K(0)) so that thus obtained Ω() would satisfy (6,8) as well
and at the same time the radius of the throat would be large.
4 The auxiliary equation
Consider the following equation
−h−1y0 − Em + [E(w2 − ) + y(4w − 2k)− 2m2]− 3/22 = 0 (10a)
Ω(0) = Ω0; Ω0(0) = Ω000(0) = 0; Ω00(0) = Ω00 6= 0 (10b)
where  is a nonzero constant. Though written in terms of y eq. (10) is in fact
an ordinary dierential equation on Ω() with initial conditions chosen so that
Ω is a smooth6 even function satisfying (2). The left hand side of (10a) diers
from that of (9) only by that the term in the lower line is replaced with the
term 3/22. So, it is clear that if y(; ) satises (10a) and the corresponding
m, w are uniformly bounded (we shall see that this is the case), then y(; )
with suciently small , satises (9) as well, which means that Ω satises (7).
This fact will enable us to take a solution of (10) to be the desired conformal
factor at  2 (0; 1). Our method of extending the latter to larger  leans upon
some property [see (41) below] of solutions of (10) and it is essentially the proof
of this property that constitutes this section.
Consider an interval n  (n; n+1). Since 0 6= 0 on n, the mappings
m(n); m(n+1) :  7! m are inversible there and functions of  can also be




6At least until Ω 6= 0, which holds everywhere below.
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denes on n two functions z+(n)(m) and z
−
(n+1)(m) for any z(n)() (by z we
mean E, w, etc.).
It is easy to write down E and w as functions of m (we omit the indices +















where wn  w(n)(n). Similarly on each n






Since h−1y0 = yy,m eq. (10a) can be equivalently rewritten as the following set
of equations in y(n)(m)
−yy,m − Em + [E(w2 − ) + y(4w − 2k)− 2m2]− 3/22 = 0; 8n (13)
where for brevity we write y for y(n)(m), w for w(n)(m), etc. To make the
system (13) complete and equivalent to (10) we must x the initial data for
n = 0 so that (10b) would hold, and for each n 6= 0 so that to make the
resulting Ω smooth. We shall do it as follows. Consider a point ? 2 n such
that mn(?) = mn+1(?) = 0. Ω and its derivatives in ? can be written in
terms of quantities z?n  z+(n)(0) as well as in terms of z?n+1  z−(n+1)(0). Thus










hnw?n = !(?) = hn+1w?n+1 (14b)
h3n
−2





Now given initial data for n = 0, from (14) we can nd them for all other n.
It is easy to solve (13) for  = 0:
y = #
p
1−m2; where #  sign y (15)
(i. e. y is just a semicircle) and




1−m2 dm = wn − #
p
1−m2 (16)
To examine the case of a non-zero (though small)  let us introduce the function
f(m)  y
2
1−m2 − 1 (17)
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Now eq. (13) can be rewritten as






Ai[f ] dm (18)
Here the operators Ai are dened by
A1[]  −m(E[]− 1);
A2[]  
(
w2[]E[] − []E[] − 2m2;
A3[]  #
p
( + 1)(1−m2)(4w[]− 2k[]);
A4[]  −3/22;
and
E[]  exp2# Z m
mn
w[]p
( + 1)(1−m2) dm
}
; (19)




( + 1)(1−m2) dm: (20)
Let Ba be the space
f 2 C1[a; mn]; kk  1=2g; where kk = sup
[a,mn]
jj; a 2 (−mn; mn)
(21)
It can be shown that Ba is a complete metric space (with respect to the metric
induced by the norm k k) and when  is suciently small T is a contraction









Bi dm + o() (22)
where Bi are the linear (in ) parts of Ai:
B1 = 2(m2 − jmj − #wn(m arcsinm− 2 jmj))











1−m2 + o() (23)
It can be proven7 that when n is small n+1 is also small. More specically
(see (31) below) n+1 = n + O(2n). This means that by choosing small 0
7By rst taking a in (21) to be close to −mn and second noting that on (−mn, a) by (13)





















Figure 2: The arrows are directed in the sense of increasing . The dashed line
depicts y+(n0) (see Sect. 5).
one can make n small and (23, 22) valid for all n at once8 (and so we shall
sometimes speak of just ‘small ’).
An important consequence of (15) is that
mn+1 = −mn (24)
Also
n+1 = n − h−1#mn + o() (25)
and hence
# = −mn for  2 n (26)
Eqs. (23,24,26) show that as long as n remains small a point moving with
increasing  rotates clockwise in an approximately circle path on the plane
(y; m) as depicted in Fig. 2.
Our next concern is the behavior of the quantity wn when n increases. Let
us introduce the symbol :
8z z  zn+1 − zn





1−m2 dm = −2mn(2− #wn) (27)






Bi dm = −2mn(6 + 2− #(32 wn − k)− 2w
2
n) (28)
8At least as far as we deal with n < N = O(−10 )
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Finally, by (20,23)






















































 E? − 12f? (32)
and




 mn(2 + 2 + #(2 wn + k)− 2w
2
n) (34)
Also combining (30) with (33) and taking the integrals we get
wn  2mn(2 − #wn)(wn − #)− wnmn(6 + 2− #(32 wn − k)− 2w
2
n)
− mn#[−(32 + 4 + ) + 2#(wn − 2k) + w
2
n] (35)
Let us introduce the symbol  to describe how a quantity changes in one ‘period’
(see Fig. 1):
8z z  zn+2 − zn
Clearly [see (24) and (26)] z = −2(the coecient at mn# in z). So, by
(34,35) we have
h=h  −(wn + 2k)
wn  −(3 + 2− 2wnk − 3w2n)
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and by (25)
    2h−1;
which gives
2h=hn  −hn(wn + 2kn); (36a)
2wn  −hn(3 + 2n − 2wnkn − 3w2n): (36b)
Dene smooth functions hs(); ws() to be the solutions of the system
2h0s = −(wsh2s + 2κhs) (37a)
2w0s = −hs(3 + 2s − 2wsks − 3w2s) (37b)
hs(0) = h0; ws(0) = 0;
where ks  h−1s κ, s  h−2s ( + κ2), and  2 [0; 1]. As we shall see hs 6= 0 on
this interval and so for  tending to zero, hn uniformly tend to hs(n) (and the
same for wn and ws).
The system (37) can be simplied by rewriting in terms of functions  
Khs, !s  wshs:
20 = −!s (38a)
2!0s = 2!
2
s − 3K−22 + 2 (38b)
(0) = 0  K0h0; !s(0) = 0
When h0 ! 0 the solutions of (38) are
!s = tan  + o(1);  = 0 cos1/2  + o(0) (39)
that is
ws = h−10 (sin  cos
1/2  + o(1)); hs = h0 cos−1/2  + o(h0) (40)
Thus, when h0 and  are suciently small ws(1) becomes greater than 1 and so
does wn for (at least) a few consecutive values of n. It follows then [see (16)]
that such n0 exists that
n0 = 1 + O(); mn0 = −1; w+(n0) > 0 (41)
5 Existence of an appropriate Ω
Let y1 be a function of the kind considered in the previous subsection (that is
a solution of (10) with h0 and 0 so small that both (7) and (41) are satised)
and let y be the function dened by
y()  y1() at   n0 ; y+(n0)(m)  (m)y+1(n0)(m):
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Here  is a smooth function subjecting to the following requirements:
 is convex; (0) = 0; (m < m) = 1 (42a)
where m (i. e. the point at which y begins to deviate from y1, see Fig. 2)
satises
jmj < 12wy (42b)
(for any z we denote z+(n0)(m) briefly by z ).
We claim that the metric (1) with Ω() dened by y via formulas of Sect. 3
describes a desired wormhole. To prove this we must show that Ω()
1. has appropriate asymptotic behavior at  !1,
2. satises the system (6{8), and
3. provides the large throat to the wormhole.
5.0.1 Large .
We know from (41) that w > 0. On the other hand, due to (42) for any
m 2 [m; 0]





















w is positive and bounded on [m; 0]; w?  w(0) > 0 (44)










(cE and cm (in the next formula) are some positive constants). Thus the result-
ing metric diers from that considered in Sect. 2, only by the conformal factor
eO(m). But it is easy to see from (12) that
m = −cmey,m(0)−1hξ(1 + O(m)): (46)
E is proportional to r2 and hence comparing (45) with (46) we see that at large r
m  −c−1E cmry,m(0)
−1w−1?
So (recall that y,m(0) < 0 ), when  is small enough, the factor diers from 1 by




The function y(  n0) satises (9) [since by construction it satises (13)]. So,
it only remains to check that y+(n0) satises it too. For any expression Q(y)
denote by [Q] the dierence
[Q]  Q(y)−Q(y1)
It is easy to show that as m ! m + 0
[y] = ( − 1)y (47)
[yy0]  y20 (48)
[w]; [E]; []; [k] = o(1− ) (49)
These assessments are uniform by . Thus
9" and m > m; : 8 < "; m 2 (m; m)


yy,m + Em− [E(w2 − ) + y(4w − 2k)− 2m2]

< 0; (50)
Further, for suciently small jmj (say, m < m  0) both  = 0 and k = 0.
Also, by (44) if m is chosen appropriately, the term in the inner brackets in
(50) is positive on (m; 0) (since both y and m tend to zero while E does not).
Hence for any  < "0 (50) holds on (m; 0) as well.
Finally, for m 2 (m; m).
[yy0] = y21
0 − (2 + 1)y0y < 0 and [E] > 0 (51)
So
m 2 (m; m) [yy,m + Em] < c < 0; where c 6= c()
Summarizing, when 0 is suciently small inequality (50) holds for any m, and
hence [cf. (13)] y satises (9).
We have proved that Ω satises (7). Now let us verify that by choosing
appropriate Ω0, 0, and K0, [so far we only required from them that h0 and 0
be ‘suciently small’] the two remaining inequalities (6,8) can be satised as
well. Indeed,
LHS(6)− LHS(7) = 1
8
Ω2[K−2 − 3!2 − 4κ! − κ2]− T0
− L4(K−2;κ; (l)) ln Ω− 2γyh3−2(2κ + 3!)
− P4(K−2; h2−1m; !;κ; (l)) (52)
Let us choose K0 so that
K−20  κ2; jj (53)
(we increase K0 leaving κ xed, so (53) also means that K−2  κ2; jj). This
enables us to neglect the last term in the brackets in (52). From (16,40) it is
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easy to see that !() is bounded (say, j!j < 2 when h0 is small) on (0; n0), and
from (43) it is clear that the same is true for all .
So, we can leave only K−2 in the brackets. What thus remains of the rst
term of (52) grows as −2 and hence we can neglect the two next terms.
The two last terms of (52) contain −2 but only in combination with the
factor h3. So, for small enough h0 they also can be neglected. Thus
LHS(6)− LHS(7) > 0
Similarly it can be proved that
LHS(8) > 0:
5.1 The width of the throat.
Three speciable parameters were used in constructing the wormhole | 0, h0,
and K0. All we required of them is that
K−10  κ; jj1/2; h0; 0 be sucienly small (54)
Clearly these conditions can be easily satised at once by choosing K0 appropri-
ately small to satisfy the rst one and then choosing Ω0 appropriately large to
satisfy the two remaining. Obviously for any R0 without spoiling this procedure
we can add the requirement
K0Ω0 > R0
thus making the radius of the throat, arbitrarily large.
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